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Abstract
Detroit’s entrepreneurial and investment community has seen significant
expansion and success in the past six years. However, the city is not without
obstacles. While the number of innovative, enthusiastic startups is continuing to
grow, projections suggest that there will not be enough capital available in the
coming years to adequately fund them. Additionally, despite the high percentage
of people of color in Detroit, both racial minorities and women are consistently
underrepresented within the entrepreneurial ecosystem. Thus, more work needs
to be done to connect high-potential new businesses in the region to a robust
pipeline of capital. In this study, EntryPoint assesses the viability of hosting such
an initiative, the MassChallenge accelerator program, in Detroit. Specifically, this
report provides a comprehensive analysis of Detroit’s entrepreneurial ecosystem,
including successes and opportunities for improvement, capital and resources
currently available in the community, a detailed overview and analysis of the
MassChallenge initiative, and evaluates the resources offered by MassChallenge in
terms of the specific needs of the growing entrepreneurial ecosystem in Detroit.
Ultimately, this study finds that, while MassChallenge accelerators have
demonstrated themselves to be helpful for startups, investors, and communities,
the potential benefits of hosting such an initiative to the city in its current
economic climate would not justify its significant expense. Instead, EntryPoint
suggests that a program with a greater focus on providing capital and supporting
regional companies would be of greater benefit.
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Part I: Detroit’s High-tech Entrepreneurial Ecosystem
2019 was a pivotal year for the development of Detroit’s entrepreneurial
and investment activity. This analysis will showcase the key trends that are
contributing to the city’s growth. These highlights, largely derived from the
findings of EntryPoint’s 2020 Detroit Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Report,
demonstrate the range of factors that are contributing to Detroit’s achievements,
while also illuminating opportunities for even further success.
When considering areas that might be considered high-tech entrepreneurial
hubs, one is likely to think of locations like Boston, New York City, and San
Francisco. However, the greater Detroit area has continued to establish its own
status as a center for high-potential startup companies. While it has its own range
of talented and innovative businesspersons, Detroit’s cost of living and of doing
business is significantly less expensive than these other locations (EntryPoint,
2020). Additionally, the Detroit area contains a vast network of support for

entrepreneurs, including dedicated
mentors, resources for
development, research services,
and – perhaps most importantly –

Number of Active VentureBacked Startups
SIX YEAR TREND

a powerful sense of community
pride and cultural identity. As of
2019, there are 38, active venturebacked companies in Wayne
County. This marks a 58% increase
in the number of high-growth
companies over the course of the
last six years (see Figure 1).
Further, this represents 26% of all
the venture-backed startups in the
state. As the number of
Figure 1
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growing companies increases, so does the number of available jobs; over just the
last three years, Detroit has seen a 37% increase in the number of high-tech
positions as indicated by the 2020 re:purpose Detroit Salary Report. Finally, it is
important to note that this growth has not been limited to a single industry type.
While many of these companies operate within the information technology
sector, strides have also been made in range of other sectors, including mobility,
life science, healthcare, consumer products, and business services (see Figure 2).
The continuing diversification of the city’s economy is a sign of resilience and
stability, as health in a variety of industries will better enable Detroit to withstand
potential economic downturns.

Detroit's High-Tech Industries
BY NUMBER OF COMPANIES

38

venturebacked
startups

Figure 2

The cementing of Detroit’s position as a hub for innovation and
entrepreneurship has done much to contribute to the attraction and retention of
key talent to the area. No doubt a significant reason for this is the
aforementioned differences in living costs in Detroit compared to other tech
hubs; Detroit is significantly less expensive in everyday necessities including
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Cost of Living Comparison

San Francisco

90% than Detroit

New York

Boston

88% than Detroit

51% than Detroit

Figure 3

residency, childcare, food and groceries, as well as overall maintenance of the
same standard of living (EntryPoint, 2020; see Figure 3). Moreover, Detroit has
become an appealing place for talent due to the companies themselves. The
startup companies in Wayne County are not only engaging in exciting, industrychanging work, but are also able to offer employees highly-competitive salaries
(see Figures 4 and 5), robust benefits packages, engaging company cultures, and
flexibility in remote work options and PTO (see Figure 6). Detroit has a wellknown history of population decline; however, given how work in the city is
increasing in both availability and appeal, it should be no surprise that this decline
has slowed dramatically over the last four years and that the population is
actually projected to rise by the end of 2020.
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The Salaries at High-tech
Startup Companies are High

Average Salary
(BASED ON YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE)
15+ YEARS

10-15 YEARS

7-10 YEARS

4-6 YEARS

1-3 YEARS
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The growth of many startups could not be achieved without the resources
made available to them by investors. The 38 active startup companies in Wayne
County have been able to raise an aggregate total of $485 million over a six-year
period (EntryPoint, 2020). Moreover, within just the past year, 19 of those startup
companies attracted over $63.8 million from venture capital firms (see Figure 7).
As they provide the very capital necessary for startup companies to upscale
business operations, create jobs for the community, and refine and extend their
product and service offerings, investors are critical to the advancement of
Detroit’s economy. Nevertheless, seasoned investors certainly do more than just
offer money to these companies. They also provide entrepreneurs with
mentorship, deal leadership, new ideas, social and business networks, research
connections – in short, many other resources that are vital to the continued
development of high-potential companies.

Figure 7

The work of investors has, without question, been a key element of the
enormous steps taken by the entrepreneurial ecosystem of the Detroit area and
Michigan as a whole. Looking forward, then, forging new connections between
entrepreneurs and investors will be crucial to sustaining the momentum that the

city has worked so hard to develop over the past few years. That more than
$63.8 million was invested in startup companies last year is certainly a positive
figure. However, it is important to note that, while the number of startup
companies receiving venture capital investment rose from 12 in 2018 to 19 in 2019,
the amount of money invested actually fell from $109 million – a decrease of
almost $45.2 million (EntryPoint, 2020; again, see Figure 7). It is wonderful news
for Detroit that the number of active high-tech companies in the city is rising.

Still, if the total amount of capital available for investment is decreasing while the
number of high-tech startup companies is increasing, Detroit will not be able to
progress at the same rate at which it is currently growing. More work must be
done to ensure a robust pipeline of available capital, which indicates that we must
build meaningful partnerships between investors and new companies, as well as
mutually-beneficial relationships throughout the community as a whole. This is
particularly true in terms of diversity and inclusion within this ecosystem. While
Michigan outperforms national standards in terms of the number of companies
led by women and members of underrepresented racial groups, EntryPoint’s
research still indicates that 70% of investors and entrepreneurs in Detroit are
White men. Therefore, Detroit’s entrepreneurial and investment community has
demonstrated itself to be a potent force, and it has clear opportunity to continue
its record of development. This opportunity lies in the imperative to take
initiatives in uniting savvy investors with motivated businesspersons and creative
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entrepreneurs – particularly those belonging to underrepresented demographics.
Ultimately, EntryPoint’s (2020) findings suggest that Detroit is experiencing a
surge of growth due to its constellation of savvy investors, hardworking
businesspersons, and talented innovators – all supported by a strong cultural
identity. As a result, its status as a hub for economic development is stronger
than ever. Our entrepreneurial and investment community has further opportunity
to thrive from this high potentiality by generating new interest and forging new
connections between high-tech startup companies and sources of capital.

After reviewing the current state of Detroit’s entrepreneurial ecosystem, it
is important to consider the range of resources to which the city’s businesses
have access. In Part II: Analysis of Resources Available to Detroit Entrepreneurs,
we will examine the organizations that serve Detroit’s entrepreneurs as well as
the resources they offer to determine areas of weaknesses that are creating
obstacles for the startup community in accessing talent, capital, research, or
community.
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Part II: Analysis of Resources Available to
Detroit Entrepreneurs
As explained in the previous section of this report, entrepreneurs are
driving the evolution of Detroit into a leading tech hub. Over the last six years in
particular, Detroit has experienced tremendous growth, establishing an economic
infrastructure that is both robust and diverse. EntryPoint (2020) indicates that, in
its efforts to build this strong entrepreneurial ecosystem, Detroit demonstrated
four key areas of need:
Talent: Experienced, competitive entrepreneurs and investors willing to
take risks.
Research: Research institutions and innovation corridors spinning out
cutting-edge ideas and technologies.
Capital: Experienced angel and venture capital investors with capital
available investing in and partnering with companies as they grow.
Community: Collaboration between every element of the community,
including its strong entrepreneurial organizations, to create meaningful,
effective connections.
Trends indicate that the entrepreneurial ecosystem will continue to grow
and define Detroit as a nationally-recognized startup destination. However, this
trajectory is one that must be sustained. As the entrepreneurial ecosystem in
Detroit grows, it will be critical for entrepreneurs to have access to an evolving
network of resources, including connections with savvy investment professionals
and mentors, opportunities for concept creation and development, streams of
finance to support growth, and the rigorous support of their surrounding
community. In Part II, we present a list and discussion of the services available to
Detroit’s high-potential businesses, divided into sections based upon which of the
four core elements of entrepreneurial success they may provide. Some
organizations may address multiple needs; as such, they are included in multiple
sections.
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Talent
A strong entrepreneurial ecosystem requires experienced, competitive
entrepreneurs and investors who are willing to take risks. Detroit is home to
several organizations that focus on training and empowering entrepreneurs with
the tools necessary to compete and thrive. Here are the talent resources currently
available within Detroit’s entrepreneurial ecosystem:
Build Institute, in addition to
other services (see Capital,
Community sections),
provides talent development
resources to empower local
entrepreneurs and accelerate
small businesses in Detroit.
The organization offers
numerous business growth

Build Institute

courses at all levels, such as Co.Starters, Build Basics, Build Impact, and
Masterclass, which teach necessary tools like project planning, business
scaling, and cash flow forecasting. As a result, Build Institute provides
opportunities for businesses to expand, as well as for attracting both aspiring
and established Detroit entrepreneurs.
Endeavor Detroit is a world-renowned resource for Michigan entrepreneurs in
all industries, shaping some of the strongest entrepreneurs in the region and
leading to sustained economic growth. Through a variety of programs,
Endeavor Detroit selects high-impact entrepreneurs in various stages of
growth, striving to support them in multiplying their impacts and paying their
successes forward.
Grand Circus is the state’s largest tech-focused learning institution, offering
numerous immersive 12 and 26-week coding bootcamps for three different
language tracks, including Front-End, C++, .NET and Java through their
campuses in Detroit and Grand Rapids. Through the knowledge provided by
Grand Circus, citizens of Detroit have the opportunity to learn to code in the
languages of highest demand by the region's flourishing tech employers. In
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order to prepare students for a successful career in tech, the bootcamps
emphasize important problem solving, technical, and soft skills.
Inforum works to boost female talent in Detroit, combining strategic
networking and professional development programs to accelerate careers.
Inforum hosts over 10 leadership programs, serving professional women at all
different stages and types of careers. Through their inGAGE approach,
Inforum offers numerous programs aimed at positioning Michigan as the
Midwest hub for female entrepreneurs. inGAGE programs connect women
with a network of investors and advisors to enable strategic company scaling
and to increase the number of female angel investors in Michigan. Likewise,
with over 1,100 graduates, the Executive
Leadership program is Inforum’s most
prominent program, as it seeks to
accelerate executive talent and assist highachieving women in acquiring more senior
and influential roles. Focusing on emotional
intelligence, the four-month program
provides personalized instruction and
coaching to assist the development of
personal leadership styles and leadership
effectiveness. Lastly, Inforum also provides
volunteer opportunities for members to
gain first-hand leadership experience
through their Ambassador program and
other committees and councils.
Journi is a non-profit organization that
provides technological and programming
education in order to introduce underserved
youth in Detroit to computer science and
entrepreneurship. The organization offers

Inforum

workshops and long-term courses for
students at levels ranging from elementary
to high school to learn different coding
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languages, encouraging innovation and giving students the skills necessary to
be competitive in the local ecosystem. By connecting youth with tech
businesses state-wide, graduates of each program gain access to the
employment opportunities and socioeconomic resources needed to ignite
career success within marginalized communities.
Michigan Women Forward works with female youth and entrepreneurs in
Detroit, offering classes, summits, and conferences. For youth, Michigan
Women Forward offers UGO Girls programs, including UGOGirlsforChange,
UGOStemGirls, and UGOGirlsonCampus, which allow girls to explore various
interests and prepare them for academic and career success. These three
programs dive into such topics as local social change, the sciences,
entrepreneurship, and leadership skills. In addition to many other resources,
Michigan Women Forward also provides financial and technical assistance,
educational conferences, summits and workshops, and mentorship to rising
female leaders in Detroit. By providing the talent developmental skills needed
to combat the obstacles faced by women in the field, Michigan Women
Forward works to increase the number of female angel investors, and
promote social and economic equality.
Venture for America is a nonprofit organization hosted in 14 cities, with
Detroit as the first VFA city, founded in 2012. VFA is a two-year fellowship
that hosts 20 recent college graduates who want to make a positive impact
through work in innovation and entrepreneurship in Detroit. Selected fellows
attend a month-long Training Camp, an intensive startup bootcamp that
provides training from industry experts and team challenges. Following
training, fellows have access to VFA’s 96-company network in Detroit, where
they work for two years and fortify essential skills learned in training. Once
they transition from the fellowship and are ready to start a company, VFA
provides resources and a network to bring their ideas to fruition. Fellows
learn from early stage and growth companies in Detroit and will stay because
of the community they build by leveraging resources and networks across the
region.
Wayne State University’s Innovation Hub, launched as a part of the
Distinctively Wayne State plan, works with students, faculty, and staff to
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coordinate and enhance Wayne State entrepreneurship programs, as well as
to increase the university’s level of innovation. Acknowledging the rapid
evolution of Detroit’s entrepreneurial ecosystem, these programs focus on
entrepreneurship education, technology commercialization, and community
partnerships to best ensure that students have the skills and resources
necessary to thrive after graduation.
Through these organizations, Detroit has a foundation of resources that
support the development of experienced entrepreneurs, investors and high-tech
talent which is critical to the development of a strong, resilient entrepreneurial
ecosystem. In particular, it is important to note that Detroit consists of an
extremely diverse population and has a strong cultural history marked by the
work and pride of commonly-marginalized communities, largely people of color.
However, Detroit’s past is fraught with systematic racism and sexism that have
contributed to economic oppression, manifesting today in the drastic
underrepresentation of people with these identities. In an effort to invigorate the
community of Detroit and to better expand Detroit’s economy, many of these
resources aim to discover and enrich the talent of people among these
underrepresented groups, including people of color, women, and Detroit’s youth.
The critical component of any entrepreneurial ecosystem is people with the
capability and the drive to start businesses and contribute to the economies of
their community. Each of these organizations use tailored frameworks to provide
classes, workshops, conferences, and other services that aim to provide
opportunities for the extant talent in the city.

Research
Detroit needs research institutions and innovation corridors spinning out
cutting-edge ideas and technologies. Opportunities for innovation, incubation and
commercialization exist through various organizations in Detroit. Here are the
research resources currently available within Detroit’s entrepreneurial ecosystem:
Henry Ford Health Systems provides tools needed for physicians and staff to
transform great ideas into innovative products open to the private sector.
Michigan Translational Research and Commercialization (MTRAC), a
statewide program made up of government-funded partnerships with public
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universities, was created with the goals of encouraging and assisting the
State of Michigan’s public universities in advancing technology and
innovation through the commercialization of products to the private sector.
Innovation Hubs in key technology areas are housed in universities
throughout Michigan, including Advanced Computing, which is hosted
through Wayne State University and works to advance digital and computing
technologies.
Oakland University Incubator (OU Inc) provides research opportunities to the
entrepreneurial ecosystem of Detroit through its resources and strategic
business solutions for developing business ventures and accelerating ideas to
market. With an emphasis on companies specializing in alternative energy,
medical devices, health science, advanced manufacturing, and advanced
technology innovations, OU Inc fosters a healthy environment for early stage,
growth-based, and high-tech companies.
University Research Corridor (URC) is
one of the nation’s top academic
research clusters and the leading engine
for innovation in Michigan and the Great
Lakes region. An alliance of Michigan
State University, the University of
Michigan, and Wayne State University,
the URC is focused on increasing
economic prosperity as demonstrated
through its impressive research and

URC

development activity. The alliance between these research universities
strengthens both their bond and their shared impact.
Wayne State Technology Commercialization is responsible for the
identification, protection, marketing and licensing of intellectual property
developed by Wayne State University faculty, staff and students. The
Technology Commercialization Office promotes an entrepreneurial culture
and supports startup companies and regional economic development.
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Through these organizations, Detroit has a foundation of resources that act
as a basis for innovation and idea creation which is critical to the development of
a strong, resilient entrepreneurial ecosystem. Acting as research corridors, the
involvement of Michigan universities and publicly-funded programs plays a vital
role in the development and facilitation of new technologies and businesses
where cutting-edge technology is a core competency. Working with students or
experienced professionals, each provides specialized assistance for early stage
entrepreneurs, ultimately building a supportive environment and boosting the
number of expanding companies in Detroit. These institutions offer entrepreneurs
the exciting concepts for product and service development they need to both
stake a claim in their respective markets and to progress the work of their
industries.

Capital
Detroit needs experienced angel and venture capital investors with capital
available to invest in and partner with companies as they grow. The ability to
adequately fund, build and keep companies at all stages of growth is critical to
ensuring the city’s economic health in the long run. Here are the capital resources
currently available within Detroit’s entrepreneurial ecosystem:
Backstage Capital is a boutique venture fund that invests in startup founders
who identify as women, people of color and/or LGBTQ. In addition to their
accelerator programs, Backstage is hosting a tour in 2020 to visit 12 cities
including Detroit. In each city, five companies will be selected to pitch live
during the evening event, after which they will select one company to receive
a minimum $25k investment and join their portfolio as a Backstage Headliner.
Build Institute, in addition
to other services (see
Talent, Community
sections), provides
access to capital to
underserved
entrepreneurs and
communities
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through its microlending programs with Kiva and Detroit SOUP. As a Kiva,
Build Institute has endorsed 24 loans, granting 0% interest loans for up to
$10,000. Detroit SOUP is a micro-granting dinner that celebrates and
supports projects to benefit Detroit, as decided by an audience. The winner
receives a prize funded by the audience's cost of attending the dinner, and
this award helps them to carry out their project.
Michigan Venture Capital Association, the trade association for venture
capital and angel investors, frequently hosts member events in Detroit that
attracts investors from outside of the city which increases access to capital
for Detroit startup companies.
DETROIT-BASED VENTURE CAPITAL FIRMS

Detroit’s local venture capital firms play a critical role in supporting the
local entrepreneurial ecosystem through direct investment in addition to
attracting and leveraging outside investment capital. Local firms are often
the first to identify strong Michigan-based investment opportunities and can
then provide deal leadership and connections to potential statewide and outof-state syndicate partners.
Detroit Venture Partners invests in seed and early stage startup
companies. The firm looks for companies that can be synergistic with
their collective experience in product development, operations, sales,
and marketing. Detroit Venture Partners intends to help rebuild Detroit
through entrepreneurial fire, devoting resources to those with shared
passion, discipline, and creativity.
Fontinalis Partners, founded in 2009 and with offices in Detroit and
Boston, is a venture capital firm strategically focused on next-generation
mobility (i.e., the efficient movement of goods, people, and services). The
firm invests across all facets of the world’s mobility systems on a stageagnostic basis, investing in companies ranging from seed stage to preIPO. Due to this flexibility, Fontinalis investments range between
$100,000-$500,000 for seed companies to over $10 million for some
later-stage investments.
Invest Detroit Ventures was founded in 2010 and has invested in over 125
companies since inception. It is committed to supporting the
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entrepreneurial ecosystem with capital,
ongoing mentorship, and community
engagement. The firm implements
targeted venture development programs
to help build and promote scalable
businesses in the region. The team is
committed to growing a robust tech
community in Detroit and throughout
Michigan, demonstrated by their focus on
the implementation of an investment
strategy that is inclusive and supportive of
minority, immigrant, and women
entrepreneurs.
Invest Michigan is a Michigan nonprofit
corporation and the fund manager for

Invest Detroit Ventures

the Michigan Pre-Seed Fund 2, a $15
million investment fund providing

capital to pre-seed and seed-stage startup companies in Michigan. The
corporation’s funds come from the state’s Michigan Strategic Fund but
are governed by an independent private board of directors and
leadership team, and its investment decisions are independent of the
state.
Ludlow Ventures embodies a different kind of venture capital, focused
on funding the dreams of entrepreneurs and startup companies while
becoming close friends with all of the teams in which they invest.
Ludlow Ventures emphasizes the importance of customer service,
stating their desire to change the name of venture capital and help their
companies in any way possible.
Through these organizations, Detroit has started to build a foundation of
resources that enable greater access to capital for Detroit startup companies
which is critical to the development of a strong, resilient entrepreneurial
ecosystem. There are a variety of local resources and venture capital firms but
there is still work to do to ensure there remains a robust capital continuum for
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entrepreneurs and their growing companies. First, it is important to consider the
nature of inclusion in capital allocation. According to EntryPoint’s 2020 Detroit
Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Report, The Black population makes up 79% of the
total population of Detroit. However, across Michigan, the startup and venture
capital communities are comprised of approximately 70% White men. In order to
preserve diversity within the city of Detroit, leaders in Detroit will need to ensure
existing residents are gaining access to the funding and economic opportunities
of the emerging high-tech economy. Second, the measures that communities and
society-at-large have taken to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic have been
unprecedented in both scope and in impact. Organizations of all sectors and
scales have been forced into drastic transitions due to quarantines, resulting in
shifts to remote work, the curtailing of consumers, loss of product, and
furloughing of employees. While Detroit’s community is not unique in this regard,
it still has been heavily impacted, and perhaps none more so than startups who
need consistent streams of finance in order to grow. Ultimately, capital is the fuel
that enables startups to launch and grow, and over the past six years, Detroit has
provided a consistently strong pipeline of capital for new high potential
businesses. However, due to the lack of inclusion in investment, the system shock
and uncertainty propagated by the pandemic, and the simple fact that there is
not enough capital available to adequately meet the projected needs of new
startups, Detroit is not without its challenges.

Community
Detroit must foster productive, meaningful connections between its strong
economic support organizations and every other element of its entrepreneurial
community. Detroit is home to a variety of organizations focused on all aspects of
the community, including accelerator programs, business acceleration services,
coworking spaces, associations, and events. Here are the community resources
currently available within Detroit’s entrepreneurial ecosystem:
ACCELERATOR PROGRAMS

There are four accelerators based in Detroit. However, only one
program is active, and it is relatively small in scale. The others have opted not
to host a program in 2020 and potentially beyond.
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Backstage Detroit acts as a niche accelerator for underrepresented
founders who identify as women, people of color, and/or LGBTQ,
acknowledging the gap in venture capital funding for members of these
groups. Backstage is a global community of local accelerator programs
in Detroit, Los Angeles, London, and Philadelphia, investing $100,000
and 12 weeks of acceleration into companies. Backstage Detroit will not
be hosting a program in 2020.
gBETA, a nationally-ranked startup accelerator, is a free, seven-week
accelerator for early stage companies with local roots. Up to five
companies from a range of verticals are selected to participate in the
program, featuring individualized coaching and mentorship, strategy for
their business model and growth, deals and perks from large vendors,
and the exclusive opportunity to pitch to an audience of entrepreneurs,
mentors, investors, and community members. gBETA will not be hosting
a program in 2020.
Plug and Play is an innovation platform for startup companies and
corporations. Called “Plug and Play Detroit powered by AmplifyD”, or
Amplify:Diversity, the hub will focus on women and minority-owned
startup companies, providing them with access to resources, mentoring,
financing, and physical space, in order to research and develop mobility
technology. The program Plug and Play is hosting in Detroit on a smaller
scale than their programs elsewhere, which have multiple industries of
focus within each program. The Detroit program does not even appear
on Plug and Play’s list of locations.
Techstars Detroit accelerates and
invests in founders working to
build transformational businesses
across mobility, automotive,
transportation, logistics, city
infrastructure, manufacturing, IoT,
and travel industries. Providing

Techstars Detroit
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advantage in accessing these global industries across the Detroit
ecosystem. Techstars Detroit will not be hosting a program in 2020 and
beyond.
BUSINESS ACCELERATION SERVICES

In addition to accelerators, business acceleration services work to
provide similar resources and opportunities to up-and-coming companies on
an ongoing basis.
Automation Alley is a nonprofit manufacturing and technology business
association and Michigan’s Industry 4.0 knowledge center, operating
with a global outlook and a regional focus. The organization connects
industry, academia, and government to support Michigan’s economy and
accelerate innovation through programs, resources, and knowledge.
Build Institute, in addition to their other services (see Talent, Capital
sections), provides business acceleration services at its downtown
welcome center and resource hub. Build helps people turn their business
ideas into reality by providing them with classes, networking events,
mentorship, connections to resources, and a nurturing community to
accelerate their companies.

Build Institute
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Michigan Small Business Development Center is a statewide network
funded through government programs and regional hosts, supporting
entrepreneurs through counseling, financial prep, training, secondary
market research, and technology commercialization services to new and
existing small businesses and startup companies. Detroit entrepreneurs
have access to Business Resource Centers nearby, as well as Regional
Centers and Satellite Offices in neighboring cities.
NextEnergy is an innovation center accelerating advanced energy,
mobility, and built environment technologies to enable smarter and more
sustainable cities. Since its inception, NextEnergy has worked with more
than 400 companies, universities, federal agencies, and philanthropic
organizations to drive more than $1.5 billion in advanced energy and
mobility technology investments.
TechTown Detroit is one of Detroit’s most established business
accelerators. Through both tech-based and place-based
entrepreneurship support programs as well as technical assistance,
TechTown Detroit strives to deliver both economic and community
development strategies that bolster the local and state-based
economies.
COWORKING SPACES

Coworking spaces focus on providing members with rented space,
often more flexible lease terms, and provide resources and networking to
accelerate their businesses.
Bamboo is one of Detroit’s
largest and most established
coworking spaces for
entrepreneurs. The
organization features
workshops, events, and
mentors to help their tenants
succeed, promoting a sense

Bamboo
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Ponyride is another Detroit coworking space, with a goal of deploying
social capital to artists, creative entrepreneurs, and makers committed to
make communities in Detroit sustainable.
TechTown Detroit, in addition to other services, is one of Detroit’s largest
coworking spaces. The organization offers affordable spaces for rising
entrepreneurs to learn from others and have access to community
resources and events.
WeWork is a global network of workspaces, including two locations in
Detroit, that exists to facilitate simultaneous growth of companies and
people.
ENTREPRENEURIAL TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

Four associations provide resources to specific groups of Detroit
entrepreneurs as entrepreneurial trade associations.
The Entrepreneurs’ Organization (EO) is a global, peer-to-peer network
of more than 14,000 business owners in 62 countries, with 92 members
of EO Detroit. This collection of entrepreneurs is focused on business
growth, personal development and community engagement.
Michigan Association for Female Entrepreneurs offers a community for
women in Detroit, which supports and promotes the economic growth
and advancement of women at all levels of entrepreneurship through
access to education, information, resources, and opportunities.
Michigan Venture Capital Association aims to increase the amount of
capital and talent available to entrepreneurs in Michigan, serving as the
voice of the entrepreneurial and investment community. The
organization works to support companies and industries that drive
Michigan job creation and economic growth.
Mobile Technology Association of Michigan focuses on helping
companies succeed, preparing students for upcoming tech-focused jobs,
and assisting the government in understanding the benefit of technology
innovation on Michigan’s economy.

Bamboo
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EVENTS

There are various events hosted in Detroit to bring entrepreneurs
together as a community for relationship building, funding, continued
education and other benefits.
Accelerate Michigan Innovation Competition (AMIC), a program of ID
Ventures, is a competition that supports Michigan’s entrepreneurial
ecosystem by offering entrepreneurs the opportunity to showcase their
companies to investors while building connections within their sector.
Over the past ten years, AMIC semi-finalists have created over 1,300 jobs
and attracted more than $900 million in additional investment. AMIC will
not be hosting a program in 2020 and beyond.
Detroit Startup Week is an annual free five-day celebration of
entrepreneurship that features events and speakers dedicated to
building momentum and opportunity in the revived city of Detroit. With
a high turnout of female and racial minority attendees, Detroit Startup
Week is regarded as the most diverse of its kind in the nation. Detroit
Startup Week will be hosted virtually in 2020 and plans to be scaled
back in 2021 and beyond.
D-NewTech organizes monthly meetup events that encourage and
highlight the startup companies in the region. The main event typically
includes an inspirational guest speaker who has lived the
entrepreneurship experience, followed by 4-5 startup companies with
presentations and Q&As, and is then opened for networking.
Startup Detroit is an open source approach to building the Detroit
startup community, owned by the inclusive community rather than any
person or organization. Regular startup happy hours and monthly meetups featuring casual pitches, open Q&A, and community updates provide
Detroit entrepreneurs with community.
Through these organizations, Detroit has started to build a foundation of
resources that connect people to each other, educational opportunities, and the
finances that are critical to the development of a strong, resilient entrepreneurial
ecosystem. There is a solid network of coworking spaces and community events
that allow entrepreneurs to build meaningful relationships to enhance their ideas
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alongside others in their entrepreneurial community. Ultimately, this supports the
expansion of early stage companies and promotes collective economic prosperity
in Detroit. However, there are few accelerator programs in the region focused on
connecting high-potential local startup companies to specific resources that
support their teams in scaling the company. As seen in Part I: Detroit’s High-tech
Entrepreneurial Ecosystem, Detroit’s high-tech ecosystem is growing rapidly but
is a relatively inexperienced tech hub. A consistent annual accelerator program
that supports high-tech startups in the region and connects those companies to
specific resources, investors, and corporations that help them grow their
companies would help build that experience and support high-potential
companies in their growth, thereby creating more opportunity for people in the
region and a larger economic impact. Overall, the efforts of these events and
organizations is vital to galvanizing grassroots support for high-potential
businesses; however, Detroit is facing upcoming challenges in this capacity due to
a deficiency in the number, scope, and future viability of accelerator programs.

After having explored the range of resources currently available to
entrepreneurs in Detroit, it is clear that while there are remarkable organizations
present, there are also many gaps in the economic terrain that must be addressed
if the city is to continue its trajectory of growth. In Part III: Overview of the
MassChallenge Initiative, we will take a close look at the MassChallenge model to
determine whether it would provide access to resources that are currently lacking
or non-existent in Detroit’s High-tech Entrepreneurial Ecosystem.
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Part III: Overview of the MassChallenge Initiative
MassChallenge, the “most startup friendly accelerator on the planet”
(MassChallenge, 2019a) was launched in 2010 in Boston as a not-for-profit with
the goal of creating a global movement to support entrepreneurship. Over the
past ten years, MassChallenge has expanded with seven offices, nine accelerator
programs including two sector-specific accelerators in HealthTech and FinTech,
and 14 Bridge to MassChallenge programs around the world.
MassChallenge reports on its website at https://masschallenge.org/ that,
with accelerators in Boston, Israel, Mexico, Rhode Island, Switzerland and Texas,
high-potential startups are accelerated across all sectors every year through a
selective four-month program. Initiatives in Israel, Mexico, and Switzerland cater
to multinational entrepreneurs and work through a global community. Those in
Boston and Rhode Island focus on early stage startups in their programming.
Finally, Texas hosts two programs, one in Austin and one in Houston. Austin
offers a Defense Innovation Track, accelerating startup companies that provide
solutions for advancing the military’s goal of protecting American citizens at
home and abroad. Houston offers a Space Commercialization Track for startup
companies addressing challenges in commercializing the space industry, as well
as a SportsTech Track for startup companies addressing challenges faced by
professional and collegiate athletes and affiliates. All programs offer acceleration
services to startup companies with the goal of strengthening innovation around
the world.
In addition to the seven locations of accelerators, MassChallenge also offers
two sector-specific accelerators in Boston, namely HealthTech and FinTech.
HealthTech was established in collaboration with the Massachusetts eHealth
Institute, the Massachusetts Competitive Partnership and the City of Boston. The
digital health innovation hub aims to improve health through entrepreneurship.
Before the program, each selected startup receives a match-made partnership
offer, free office space, a community of experts in innovation, over $250K in
equity-free prizes, a project management process facilitated by HealthTech, and
finally, growth in revenue, funding, and employee size. The other sector-specific
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program, FinTech, is dedicated to transforming financial services through a
results-driven, six-month partnership with one or more industry leaders. Partners
give reverse pitches in which they present business challenges they are facing
that a startup may be able to help them solve, allowing for a collaborative
partnership and innovation. Similar to HealthTech, FinTech startup companies are
provided with sessions with industry experts, access to strategic partners, free
office space and equity-free cash prizes.
The final type of program, Bridge to MassChallenge, is a partnership
between MassChallenge and international leaders to strengthen entrepreneurial
and innovation ecosystems. Through partnerships with leaders worldwide,
MassChallenge has worked to develop and implement new, innovative
approaches. There are four services as part of Bridge to MassChallenge: Startup
Boot Camps, Innovation Ecosystem Tours, Advisory Support and Ecosystem
Building. Startup Boot Camps are competitions to source and grow the highest
impact startup companies through an intensive week of workshops, trainings and
mentoring sessions with innovative leaders. Next, Innovation Ecosystem Tours
allow entrepreneurial leaders to receive exposure to MassChallenge site locations,
obtain networking opportunities and gain insight into supporting local startup
companies. Finally, Advisory Support allows MassChallenge to work with leaders
in building innovation ecosystem solutions and startup acceleration program
strategies, while Ecosystem Building offers skill or industry-specific training.
Current Bridge to MassChallenge programs include international startup
competitions hosted in Morocco, Taiwan, and Biscay.
The MassChallenge program most comparable to what could be viably
hosted in Detroit is the program hosted in Rhode Island. The total estimated cost
of hosting a MassChallenge Detroit, on a similar scale to Rhode Island’s program,
for three years is nearly $3 million and for five years is over $4.7 million (see
Figure 8). If the program was held for five years, 16% of the cost of the program
would go towards fees to MassChallenge, 10% would go towards prizes awarded
to the companies at the end of the program and the remaining 74% would be
allocated towards the operation of the program. Prize amounts do vary from
program to program with Rhode Island awarding $100k in prizes after each
program to Houston awarding $500k to their companies. This cost is equivalent
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with the cost of other high-quality national programs such as Techstars Detroit.
Through the various programs offered by MassChallenge, high-potential
startup companies are accelerated every year across all sectors, creating a
community of innovators and over a hundred thousand jobs. Consequently,
MassChallenge has generated over $5 billion in funding and over $2.7 billion in
total revenue. Below, we highlight the achievements and contributions of three
MassChallenge companies.
Company Spotlights

Ginkgo Bioworks is a biotechnology startup that designs custom organisms
across multiple markets, scaling the process of organism engineering using
software and hardware automation. Since participating in MassChallenge’s 2010
Boston cohort, Ginkgo Bioworks has fueled a biological revolution focused on
making existing industrial processes cheaper and new processes possible
(Feldman, 2019). In the past year, they have raised an additional $290M to apply
their technology to cosmetics, nutrition, and consumer goods, bringing their total
funding raised to $719M and their valuation to $4B (Brown, 2019).
UnDosTres is a financial technology startup that is revolutionizing the consumer
payments landscape in Mexico by offering an online payment platform for mobile
phone top-ups and service payments. Since participating in MassChallenge’s 2016
Mexico cohort, UnDosTres has become the benchmark digital wallet in Mexico,
building an ecosystem around payments that will advance financial inclusion. In
the past year, they have partnered with leaders in the payments space and have
raised $8.2M total in funding (Crunchbase, 2020b; InnoCells, 2019).
3Derm is a healthcare startup with the mission of increasing dermatology access
through standardized skin imaging systems and world-class machine learning
algorithms. Since participating in MassChallenge’s 2014 Boston cohort, 3Derm has
become a leader in teledermatology and has raised a total of $3.5M in funding
(Crunchbase, 2020a). In the past year, 3Derm has been granted two FDA
Breakthrough Device designations for autonomous skin cancer artificial
intelligence (3Derm Systems, 2020).
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MassChallenge distinguishes itself from other accelerators through to its
large size, guarantee of zero equity taken, global network, and competition
framework with cash prizes awarded at the end of the accelerator. Generally,
most accelerators have an equity share percentage of 4-7% in exchange for
investments in startup companies participating in their program (Jha, 2019).
Techstars, one of the leading accelerators in Detroit over the past five years,
takes 6% equity for a $100k investment, while Backstage Detroit, an accelerator
that invests in underrepresented founders, takes varying amounts of equity, most
often 5%, in exchange for a $100k investment. The two remaining Detroit
accelerators, gBeta as well as Plug and Play, do not take equity from startup
companies in their programs. Rather than taking equity in exchange for
investments, MassChallenge is structured as a competition with rounds of judging
and an awards ceremony, during which shares of more than $500k in cash prizes
are presented. Further, it is important to note that TechStars Detroit, Backstage
Detroit, and gBeta are not hosting programs in 2020 and, prior to the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic, indicated that they were evaluating whether or not to host
programs in 2021 and beyond.
The function and format of MassChallange are different than those of some
other accelerators like Backstage Detroit and gBeta. MassChallenge is structured
as a community of innovators, consisting of startups, partners, experts and
MassChallenge staff, all with the common goal of helping entrepreneurs succeed.
First, corporate partners play an important role by working with entrepreneurs to
refine their value proposition, explore co-development opportunities and consider
expert feedback. Top corporate partners include Procter & Gamble, Mitsubishi,
and Fidelity Investments. In addition to impressive partners, MassChallenge offers
a network of experts that support startups in different ways throughout the
accelerator. Judges, speakers, and mentors all bring unique experience and
knowledge in order to select the most promising startups, as well as to provide
formal training and advice to entrepreneurs in many ways during the program.
Both corporate partners and mentors benefit from these relationships, as they
gain knowledge regarding the latest innovations, promising investment
opportunities, and access to a community of innovators. Finally, in addition to
global leadership and an
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international board of directors, MassChallenge has a team of staff and board of
advisors in each program location to support individual program success.

Case Study: MassChallenge Rhode Island
Launched in 2018, the MassChallenge Rhode Island program has hosted two
cohorts. Sixty companies have participated in the program and the twenty-four
companies that participated in the 2019 cohort increased their revenue by 313%
and were able to attract 92% more venture capital after their participation in the
program. While each MassChallenge program varies based on location, Rhode
Island’s entrepreneurial ecosystem is most comparable to the growing community
in Detroit. Rhode Island is similar to Detroit in that while the ecosystem in Rhode
Island may be in the early stages, but it is beginning to build entrepreneurial
density and contains a many of the elements necessary for such an ecosystem to
grow. Additionally, Rhode Island possesses large preexisting industries in oceanrelated technology and insurance services, which can function as an economic
foundation in a similar way that the automotive industry does for Detroit.
MassChallenge programs are adapted to create specialized resources for
industries and emerging areas of innovation. Rhode Island focuses their program
on their core competencies of insurance technology, blue technology and
consumer packaged goods. The “Ocean State” also incorporates a BlueTech
Track which supports early stage startups with a technical competency that can
be applied to changes in oceanography, autonomy, connectivity and
sustainability as they related specifically to the world’s oceans. Similarly, Detroit
has a comparable legacy within the automotive industry, with innovators and
entrepreneurs at the edge of the latest high-impact technology. These
entrepreneurs can advance automotive innovation in the region by building on
the unique strengths, core competencies and talent base of the existing
automotive community.
MassChallenge Rhode Island hosts an annual accelerator with the
application phase beginning in January. The program is open to startups that
have raised less than $1 million in equity-based funding, generated less than $2
million in revenue and are ready to make a big impact in their industry. The
applications, which include a $49-$99 entry fee, close in March, and 337
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applications were received for the program’s first year. Notably, this is
comparable to the number of applications received by the Accelerate Michigan
Innovation Competition each year. Next, the applications are judged by
community experts who are instructed to look for high-impact startups with a
viable path to success and progress. Judging takes place during April and May
and is split into two rounds. During the first round, written applications are
reviewed by a panel of at least three judges who represent a range of different
industries, providing individualized feedback for each applicant. Startups are
notified if they progress to the second round of judging, where they pitch to a
panel of judges or challenge partners in person or via Skype. Additionally,
startups may advance directly into the second round if the team previously won a
Bridge to MassChallenge program, a competition with a different incubator or
accelerator program, or if they are nominated by an official MassChallenge “fast
track” partner. At the end of May, thirty startups are announced as finalists, and in
the 2018 program, four countries and six states were represented.
Taking place between June and October, the four-month accelerator begins
by pairing finalist teams with mentors of their choice and providing free office
space in the program city. Throughout the accelerator, ongoing programming
allows entrepreneurs to have access to angel groups, law firms, marketing
agencies, public relations firms, venture capital firms and corporate executives.
The program also consists of training sessions and workshops covering strategy,
marketing, fundraising and team building.
In 2019, the Rhode Island programming was split into six sections: business
model/product market fit, sales and marketing, financials, scale, fundraising, and
pitching. The first section included sessions about understanding the market, a
workshop on business plans, team huddles to track goals, and a startup
showcase. The sales and marketing section emphasized diversity in fundraising,
as well as workshops in media relations and Go-to-Market sales strategies.
Financials, the following section, included topics such as sales bootcamp, brand
strategy, and a financial models workshop. Next, the scale section featured a
session on hiring, a workshop on startup operations, and a pitch night to the
Rhode Island community. The following section, fundraising, included strategies
for landing a seed round and various other fundraising workshops. Finally, the
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pitching section focused on expertise and perfecting the pitch.
For the 2018 Rhode Island cohort, entrepreneurs received mentoring and
support from 64 leading partners and entrepreneurs to grow their businesses.
Startups in high tech, general and social impact sectors consisted of much of the
cohort, while there were smaller numbers of startups in the healthcare/life
sciences and energy/clean tech sectors. Approximately half of the startups
consisted of male entrepreneurs, a quarter of mixed genders, and less than a
quarter consisted of female entrepreneurs.

The end of the program consists of pre-final and final rounds of judging
that required additional in-person presentations and a submission of a company
review. Finally, the program concludes with an awards ceremony at the end of
October in conjunction with MassChallenge Boston. In 2018, $1 million in cash
prizes was awarded to startups from the Boston accelerator and the inaugural
MassChallenge Rhode Island accelerator awarded shares of $50,000 to three
startups.
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A Decade of Impact, 2009-2019
MassChallenge has proven itself to be an impressive accelerator over the
past decade, with many statistics demonstrating its impact. Companies have
proven successful after the program, as 87.2% of MassChallenge alumni are still
active or have been acquired. While many high potential startups face the
daunting challenge of raising sufficient early stage funding, MassChallenge has
proven to be a resource leading to success for their alumni, which could benefit
cities like Detroit that have historically lacked a density of angel and venture
capital firms. Further, startups that participate in MassChallenge are 2.5 times
more likely to raise at least $500,000 in funding and are 3 times more likely to
reach at least 15 employees. MassChallenge provides early entrepreneurs with the
resources and community necessary to succeed in entrepreneurial ecosystems
around the world. Without opportunities for capital in Michigan, startups become
unable to attract necessary leadership and often move out of the state, taking
with them the potential for jobs and revenue created by successful startups.

Impact by the Numbers

19,869 applicants that represent 141 countries, ultimately leading to the
acceleration of 2,344 startups.
$15.4M in cash prizes awarded to startups across all MassChallenge programs.
31% of MassChallenge alumni raising more than $1 million and 45% raising at
least $500,000.
136k+ total jobs created.
$2.7B+ total revenue generated and $5B+ total funding raised.
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Ethnic Minority and Female Representation
Generally, large ethnic and gender disparities are prevalent in venture
capital. According to a report conducted jointly by RateMyInvestor and
DiversityVC that examined venture capital-backed deals over the last five years,
77.1% of founders were White and only 1% of venture-backed founders were Black
(Azevedo, 2019). These figures correspond heavily with EntryPoint’s (2020)
findings regarding the demographic characteristics of Detroit, 79% of whose
population is Black but 70% of whose investors are White men. While the
statistics for the inclusion of ethnic minority entrepreneurs are low, trends
indicate that MassChallenge accelerators are promoting an increase in racial
diversity. MassChallenge Boston startups with at least one Black founder doubled
from 5% to nearly 10% from 2012 to 2015, with other ethnic minorities similarly
increasing in representation, as 24.1% and 12.5% of startups had at least one Asian
founder and Hispanic/Latino founder, respectively (MassChallenge, 2019b).
Female representation is also low, as women only represent 9.2% of startup
founders (RateMyInvestor, 2019). However, MassChallenge is working to change
these trends, as shown by the fact that 42.5% of their accelerated startups have
at least one female founder. Women are demonstrating their capability through
success in MassChallenge, as female-founded startups have received $1.6 billion in
funding and have created 51,588 jobs over the past decade of MassChallenge
programs. However, there is still a gap in funding, as female founders in
MassChallenge only received 2% of venture capital funding in 2017, and women of
color even less with a mere 0.2%. Not only is MassChallenge working to improve
these statistics through their accelerators, but they also conducted research
regarding their female entrepreneurs’ success in order to better prepare for the
future. Despite performing better over time, investments in companies founded
by women averaged less than half the amount invested in companies founded by
male entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, female founders still managed to generate 10%
more in cumulative revenue over a five year-period, demonstrating the need for
representation in venture capital and the possible successes that could come if
other organizations followed the steps of MassChallenge (Abouzahr et al., 2018).
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Thus far, we have surveyed the structure and format of MassChallenge
programming, including the impacts of its programs and, in particular, a case
study of the program that would be most comparable to a Detroit initiative. In
Part IV: Impact of MassChallenge Detroit, we will analyze the potential regional
impact of hosting a MassChallenge Detroit and whether the cost of the program
would be worth the needed resources it could bring to the community.
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Part IV: Implications of Hosting “MassChallenge
Detroit”
After reviewing the structure and impact of MassChallenge in other
locations, it is clear that there could be numerous benefits to hosting such a large,
high-quality national accelerator program in Detroit. Attracting additional
companies and a national spotlight to Detroit, provides another opportunity to
showcase the tight-knit entrepreneurial ecosystem, quality of life, and culture that
the city has to offer. In addition, Detroit is a newer, less experienced
entrepreneurial ecosystem that lacks a dense network of accelerator resources.
However, the program is costly and there is limited benefit to existing Detroit
companies that are not participating in the program.
As discussed in Part II: Analysis of Resources Available to Detroit
Entrepreneurs, there were four accelerators located in Detroit at the start of
2020. Of these four organizations, three have decided not to host a program in
Detroit in 2020 (and potentially beyond) and the remaining program is a minor
version of the national program – so minor, in fact, that Detroit does not appear
on a list of locations for that organization. MassChallenge has demonstrated itself
to be an impressive accelerator over the past decade. Companies have records of
proven success after participating in the program, as 87.2% of MassChallenge
alumni are still active or have been acquired, are 2.5 times more likely to raise at
least $500,000, and are 3 times more likely to reach at least 15 employees.
The national accelerator model focuses on attracting companies from all
over the country or all over the world, carefully vetting applications, and
accepting a small number of high-potential companies to participate for four
months in the host city. While in the program, the companies participate in an
intense and rigorous curriculum intended to improve their businesses, networks,
and fundraising capabilities. Most accelerators end in some type of event in which
these companies are showcased to investors, potential acquirers, press, and other
community members. Once they have completed the four-month program,
companies are free to grow their organization wherever is strategically the best
for their company.
Detroit has a well-connected community and amazing talent, but it lacks
capital and experience. According to the 2020 Detroit Entrepreneurial Ecosystem
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Report, there has been a 58% increase in the number of startups located in
Detroit over the last six years (EntryPoint). This means there are many early stage
companies and inexperienced founders in the city that need support over the
next few years to scale their businesses. Because the national accelerator model
is focused on attracting companies to the region, the local community of
businesses in Detroit will see very limited direct benefit to a MassChallenge
program being hosted in the city. In addition, only an estimated 20% of program
participants will choose to grow their companies in Detroit after the program
ends, so the local economy will also see very limited direct benefit.
Additionally, national accelerator programs are costly. The total estimated
cost of hosting a MassChallenge Detroit on a similar scale to Rhode Island’s
program for three years is nearly $3 million and for five years is over $4.7 million
(see Figure 8). Fortunately, Detroit’s foundations, corporations and other
community-focused organizations avoided loss of capital by not supporting
multiple accelerator programs operating in 2020 as COVID closed or reduced the
benefit of many of the accelerator programs across the county.
Because hosting MassChallenge is of limited benefit to companies currently
located in Detroit and the local economy, the focus of hosting a program would
need to be heavily-oriented towards showcasing the local community and
building stronger connections nationally. This way, program alumni become
advocates for all the city has to offer from a personal and business growth
standpoint, even if it is not strategically for them at that time. Also, alumni
become part of a strong global network of founders who can connect Detroit’s
community with talent, capital, and other resources worldwide.
After the current pandemic recedes, local high-tech, high-potential
companies from the idea stage through the growth stage are going to need
additional support. An accelerator program that serves startups in Detroit,
Southeast Michigan or statewide would provide more direct benefit to existing
companies and the economy at this time. This locally-focused accelerator
program should carefully vet and screen existing companies and then focus on
providing them with the same benefits a national accelerator would provide,
including a four-month intensive program focused on sectors in which Detroit has
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subject matter expertise (FinTech, Consumer Product and Automotive), strong
connections with local corporations such as Quicken Loans, Ford, General Motors,
and Chrysler, free professional services to address marketing, sales, legal, and
other early stage business issues, free technical guidance from local and national
experts, national mentorship and connections, and increased exposure to national
press and investors.
In addition, fundraising timelines are expected to be longer due to
uncertainty and reduced venture capital reserve. In an April 2020 survey of early
stage venture capital investors completed by Sandalphon Capital, over 50% of
investors reported that they are focused primarily on their current portfolio of
companies and, while they are taking meetings with the intent of continuing to
make new investments in the near term, they are being more selective in what
companies they are willing to consider (Ellis, 2020). Over 50% of early stage
venture capital investors expect that they will be comfortable making their next
investment in May 2020 or after (with some firms not comfortable making a next
investment until October 2020). The ability of companies to raise venture capital
funding in the short term is largely going to be driven by how viable their
business models and go-to-market strategies currently are; therefore, support in
achieving that milestone is going to be critical. Investors also want to see that
high-tech companies are able to operate in a cost-efficient manner – something
participating in an accelerator program that provides high-quality free services
and support provides. Consideration should be given to structuring the locallyfocused accelerator so as to provide larger grants or investments into
participating companies to help offset the reduced capital availability. This grant
or investment could be structured as an angel or venture capital match to further
incentivize angel and venture capital investors and to leverage larger amounts of
private-sector capital.
After performing a comprehensive analysis of Detroit’s entrepreneurial
ecosystem, including successes and opportunities for improvement, an overview
of capital and resources currently available in the community and a detailed
overview and analysis of the MassChallenge initiative, we believe that hosting a
MassChallenge Detroit could aid the region, but would not do enough direct
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benefit to justify the expense of the program. While the model of the program
and the quality level of the program would address Detroit’s needs, a program
that is focused on supporting companies within the region and has a larger
capital component would be of greater positive impact.
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